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I. Write a short story using the clues given and give an appropriate title to it:
A group of monkeys wanders into your locality - a baby monkey gets left behind - you decide
to adopt it - everybody opposes you but you insist -  little monkey is very intelligent it learn 
very fast - gets very attached to you - you find yourself in difficulty -  monkey rescues you.

II. Match the words with their meanings. You can use the dictionary. Then use the 
same words to complete the sentences below:
1. Harmoniously A Clear and colourful
2 Efficient B With great speed
3 Confident C With perfect agreement
4 Sprightly D Does good work within the given time
5 Rapidly E Friendly and easy- going
6 Vivid F Changeable, unpredictable
7 Prudently G Full of life and energy
8 contemplative H Sensible and careful
9 Amiable I Thoughtful
10 Erratic J Sure of one’s own ability

1) She gave us a _________ description of a holiday to Kerala. We could picture 
every detail in our imagination. 

2) He is very __________ for a 16 year old. He goes for walks and plays tennis 
day. 

3) I am scared to ask Mr Raman the day off of. His moods are so ______ I don't 
know how he will react. 

4) She has a very __________nature. No wonder she has so many friends. 
5) They work __________together. There are hardly any disagreements between 

them. 
6) He has a very ________ secretary. Everything gets done and gets done on 

time. 
7) He talks so _______, I cannot understand what he says stop I wish he would 

talk more slowly. 
8) She speaks very ________. She is ready to give a speech whenever she is 

asked to. 
9) She made her investments very _________. Now she is leading a comfortable 

life with no money worries. 
10) You are always lost in your own thoughts these days when did you become so 

____________?




